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Summer is almost upon us and with it
comes the better weather; at least in this
hemisphere. Not to say that we have not
had the odd brighter days of late. The
industry has been having more 'brighter
days' too. Encouraging signs that the
semiconductor winter is over are becom-
ing more frequent. Beneath the hype there
is cause for hope that telecoms and fibre
optics in particular, are staging a recovery. 
In the news this issue there are reports of
more substantial contracts and the long-
awaited fibre-to-the-premises (FTTP) busi-
ness seems to be spreading globally.
Hopefully, this will by year-end become a
major contributor to the welfare of the
laser and detector sectors and the market
forecasters, dreams will come true at last.
Nevertheless, some will find reasons for
concern within this issue. Relevancy is a
personal thing, but the responsibility of
publications like this one is to draw atten-
tion to topics which complement and chal-
lenge the existing order now and tomor-
row. No one should be complacent of
course. SiGe Semiconductor Inc., is a case
in point. When talking to Stuart Strickland
for the feature in this issue he freely
remarked that despite the company name,
they don't see it as a straightjacket. Their
SiGe IP is going to be strong for years to
come but they are sensibly keeping an eye
on CMOS and even III-Vs.
Another challenger comes in the form of
the 'silicon-like' semiconductor diamond
(crystalline carbon) which is just above 
silicon in the Periodic Table. Naturally it
has a set of properties attractive to the 
electronics industry. It was appropriate
therefore to look over some developments
in that family which has been termed 'dia-
mond-like carbon' (DLC) thin films. 
There is a sizeable interest in DLC materi-
als not only for R&D (i.e. publishing
papers) but also for source materials,
process tools and characterisation.
Relatively speaking it is still fairly small
compared to III-nitrides and SiC but inter-
esting nonetheless for the overlap with
the usual content of this magazine.
DLC has the potential for commercially
useful opto- as well as micro-electronic
devices. Thus many labs are producing
workable prototype detectors and emitters
over a range of wavelengths. It will be
some time before we can report on com-
mercial devices but various commercial
diamond products are already here. News
came in recently of GaN-on diamond. In
due course some of the high power lasers
revealed at Photonics West might benefit
from thermal management (TM) based on
DLC. A crucial factor would be cost. New
developments in CVD are worth keeping
an eye on in this respect.
Who knows, in ten years time you might
be able to buy a notebook PC with dia-
monds inside. They would be part of the
much needed TM system controlling the
temperature of the processor etc. This
would be a great benefit to those of us
who cook their laps while typing up 
magazine editorials.
Roy Szweda, Acting Editor
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